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Abstract 

Approximate computing is an important paradigm for digital processing. Most computer arithmetic applications are implemented 

using digital logic circuits, thus operating with a high degree of reliability and precision. However, many applications such as in 

multimedia and image processing can tolerate errors and imprecision in computation and still produce meaningful and useful 

results. Accurate and precise models and algorithms are not always suitable for efficient for use in these applications. 

Multiplication using speculation/prediction has higher speed compared to conventional multipliers. They are quite effective 

interns of power dissipation when high speed is required   

Keywords: Almost Correct Adder, Approximate Multiplier, Speculation, Three Dimensional Reduction, Vertical 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most computer arithmetic applications are implemented using digital logic circuits, thus operates with a high reliability and 

precision. However, many applications such as, multimedia and image processing can tolerate errors and imprecision in 

computation and still produce meaningful and useful results. The paradigm of inexact computation relies on relaxing fully 

precise and completely deterministic building modules for designing energy-efficient systems. In digital designs, integer 

multiplication is one of the fundamental building blocks, which affects the microprocessor and DSP performance. Fast non-booth 

multipliers mostly use well known schemes such as Wallace, Dadda or the Three-Dimensional Method (TDM). These are all 

based on a carry-save compression tree, which utilizes full adders and half adders to turn a multi operand sum to two operand 

addition, which is further realized by using a final carry-propagate adder. In this paper we have considered an approximate 

multiplier which uses a speculative functional unit.  

 Speculative Functional Unit (SFU) speed up the arithmetic operation, by employing a predictor for the carry signal, without 

actually waiting for the carry propogation.The speculative unit predicts the carry of the one or more cells used in the digital 

circuit without waiting for the actual carry propagation to take place. This is similar to a predictor in the microprocessor.  

A true prediction causes the data dependence to be hidden. Conversely in some cases, the prediction may not be true. In such 

cases an error detection logic along with the error recovery reconfirms the real output. SFU aims to achieve improvement in 

delay. In case of an adder the carry prediction shortens the critical path and thereby the delay associated with it. This kind of 

approach can be applied in general whenever the functional units are involved in some dependency relationships. Speculative 

approach can be applied to both adders and multipliers. Here we have considered an approximate multiplier which consists of a 

speculative carry-save reduction tree using three steps: partial products recoding, partial product partitioning and speculative 

compression. The speculative tree utilizes (m: 2) counters, with m>3, which is faster than conventional compressors based on 

half adders and full adders. The tree is further completed with a fast carry-propagate adder and an error correction circuit. 

Approximate multipliers have higher speed compared to their conventional counterparts. In this paper we have further reduced 

the delay of the approximate multiplier by modifying the TDM compression tree. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Speculative Functional Unit (SFU): A.

SFUs aim to achieve delay improvements, at the same time introducing less power and area overheads. SFUs can predict carry of 

one or more cells used in the design and hence reduce the critical path length along the entire array of cells. Predictors proposed 

for these SFU designs are very much similar to branch predictors employed in microprocessors. Predicting a carry involve 

deciding whether the  bit value will be “1” or “0,” similar to prediction of the outcomes of branches. SFUs however yield 

significant decrease in the critical path of an arithmetic unit. For instance, in the previous works it has been shown that for a 

linear adder structure and an array-based multiplier, the reduction is by 50% and 25%, respectively. Also, it can be noted that the 

carry bit prediction used in a SFUs is different from methods used in adder circuits to probabilistically determine the value of the 

carry. These methods use additional combinational logic to the existing functional unit inputs for determing the value of the 

current carry. SFUs can be constructed for both adders and multipliers. 

 Multiplication: B.

A M × N-bit multiplication P = Y × X can be viewed as forming N partial products of M bits each, and then summing the 

appropriately shifted partial products to produce an M+ N-bit result P. Binary multiplication is equivalent to a logical AND 

operation. Therefore, generating partial products consists of logical ANDing of the appropriate bits of the multiplier and 

multiplicand. Each column of partial products must then be added and, if necessary, any carry values passed to the next column. 

We denote the multiplicand by the equation Y = {yM–1, yM–2… y1, y0} and the multiplier as X = {xN–1, xN–2… x1, x0}. For 

unsigned multiplication, the product is given in equation below. 

     ∑     
  

   

   

  ∑     
  

   

   

                    

 
Fig. 1: Partial Products (“CMOS VLSI Design” By Weste And Harris) 

 A fast multiplier usually comprises of three parts or modules: Partial product generation, a Carry Save Adder (CSA) tree to 

reduce the partial products’ matrix to sum of only two operands and a Carry Propagation Adder (CPA) for the final computation 

of the binary output. 

 Carry save Adder (CSA): C.

A number of techniques are available to perform multiplication, but the choice is depended on factors like latency, power, speed, 

area, throughput, design complexity, energy. Fast multipliers utilize CSA (Carry Save Adders) adders to sum the partial 

products. A CSA has a delay of 1.2-2FO4 inverters independent of the width of the partial product, whereas a carry propagate 

adder has 4-15+FO4 inverter delay depending on width, architecture and circuit family ((“CMOS VLSI Design by Weste and 

Harris”)). 

 If N full adders are employed in parallel, each of which can accept three N-bit input words XN….1, YN….1, ZN….1 and produces 

two N-bit output words SN…1, and CN….1, which satisfies X+Y+Z = S+2C. This is called carry save redundant format, because the 

carry outputs are preserved rather than propagated along the adder. The full adders that are employed are called carry-save 

adders because they accept three inputs and produce two outputs in the carry-save form. Alternatively a fourth input word can be 

added to the above result with another row of CSA, again resulting in carry-save redundant form. 
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Fig. 2: CSA (“CMOS VLSI Design” By Weste And Harris) 

 Existence of Fast Inputs and Fast Outputs: D.

The delay from an input to an output in a full adder is not the same. This delay is dependent on a particular transition (0-to-1, 1-

to-0). Therefore it is also possible to come up with different realizations of a full adder wherein a specific signal path is favoured 

with respect to the others and has been designed in such a way that a signal propagation of this path takes a minimal amount of 

time. This is sometimes done even at the expense of all other possible signal paths. In the case of a ripple carry adder, 

(“Oklobdzija et. al. 1996”) it is designed so that the carry in to carry-out delay is minimized.  

 In that respect consider particular implementation of a (3, 2) counter as shown in the figure given below. In the case of a 

parallel multiplier, the design objective is to minimize the delay from the Inputs to the Sum, of the Full Adder which has direct 

effect on the critical path. The delay from input A or B to the Sum is equal to two equivalent XOR delays. The delay for the path 

from Cin to output Sum is equal to one XOR equivalent delay. We define Cin as a fast input. For this case, the propagation delay 

from A or B to the output Sum is twice as long as the propagation delays from input Cin to the Sum output. Considering the 

delay at the output Sum, in this particular technology delay from input A or B to Sum output is equivalent to two XOR delays. 

However, delay from inputs (A, B, or Cin) to the output Carry is equivalent to one XOR delay. We define Carry as a fast output. 

The value of those delays varies with technology and particular circuit implementation. In general we can use any (non- integer) 

values in our algorithm. 

 
Fig. 3: Signal Delays In Full Adder (“Oklobdzija Et. Al. 1996”) 

 Three Dimensional Reduction Method (TDM): E.

Instead of developing an efficient compressor structure and then using it for partial product reduction, we consider a global 

approach. Here the compressor consists of a vertical slice where partial product array is represented in space and time. The 

vertical cross-section slice in fig.2.4 represents partial product compressor of the multiplier array. The vertical slice is further 

interleaved with compressors that are utilized in the reduction process. This is referred to as Vertical Compressor Slice (VCS) 

(“Oklobdzija et. al. 1996”). There are number of input signals into the vertical slice and number of output signals originating 

from the particular VCS which are passed to next VCS corresponding to the first higher order bit position. By considering just 

one VCS, we can see how the matrix of partial products is reduced by a tree of counters. However every full adder employed 

produces an output carry which affects the slice of superior weight. Hence critical path is not only a vertical path through a given 

slice but also a horizontal path through the slice. The goal of this scheme is to minimize both path delays by building VCS slice 

optimized to have minimal delay. 

 In the fig.2.4, VCS adds nine partial products. In the above diagram, the horizontal carries in between the compressor slices 

have been shown explicitly. Each wire has been labeled with the arrival time. All partial product inputs arrive at time zero. The 

above diagram has been drawn based on the assumption that an XOR2 gate and majority gate, each have a unit delay. Thus in 

any CSA, a path from any input to C or from X to S takes one unit delay. And a path from Y or Z to S takes two units delay 
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(“CMOS VLSI Design, Weste and Harris”). A half adder is assumed to have half the delay. Horizontal carries are indicated by 

diagonal lines coming from behind the slice or pointing out of the slice. VCS16 receives five horizontal carries from VCS15 and 

generate six horizontal carries to VCS17. The final carryout is shifted by one column before feeding to the CPA. The inputs to 

the CSA are arranged based on their arrival times to reduce the multiplier delay. The reduction of partial products  bits  in this 

scheme is performed by creating a bit slice compressor whose size is equal to size of a given vertical cross-section of the partial 

product matrix and then it is assembled in to an integral structure as shown in fig.2.5. Since VCS is optimized by considering 

neighboring VCS as well as their signals are taken in to account. The optimization is a three-dimensional optimization process. 

 
Fig. 4: VCS In TDM Multiplier (“CMOS VLSI Design” By Weste And Harris) 

 
Fig. 5: PPM Divided Into VCS Slices (“Oklobdzija Et. Al. 1996”) 

 The reduction is different from Dadda’s since all partial products are compressed into a single step. This means no 

intermediate partial products are considered. This scheme involves carry propagation through VCS. Therefore it is necessary to 

design VCS such that the delay can be minimized. The idea behind this method is to make proper connections globally so that 

the delay through each path is made approximately same. The longest delay path originating from the previous compressor stage 

is connected to the shortest delay path of next and so on. This is not possible in all the cases, since each output function has 

unique characteristics and requires specific logic cells in its path. 
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 Three Greedy Approach: F.

A heuristic for TDM design is proposed that we will call the three-greedy approach. The three-greedy approach is as follows: 

Take for the inputs of each gate gi the three smallest values in Ii-1. For example, the adder circuit shown in Fig. 2.6 is three-

greedy. Gate g1 is given by g1 = (0, 0, 0) takes as its inputs the three smallest values in I0 = I = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 4), and 

generates a sum bit at time 2. Thus, I1 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4), and we build gate g2 = (0, 1, 1). Similarly, we can say I2 = (1, 1, 2, 

2, 3, 4), g3 = (1, 1, 2), I3 = (2, 3, 3, 4), g4 = (2, 3, 3), and therefore Vs = (4, 5). Also, we can see VC = (1, 2, 3, and 4). Note that 

the three-greedy strategy produces undominated circuits, since the three-greedy approach produces the lexicographically smallest 

carry vector, but it may be possible to produce circuits with better sum delays and/or incomparable carry vectors using other 

strategies. 

 
Fig. 6: Three Greedy Approach (“Stelling Et.Al. 1998”) 

 Two Greedy Approach: G.

       The two-greedy strategy, which is defined as follows, gate gi is always constructed using the two smallest values in Ii-1 plus a 

third value in Ii-1. The key fact we prove is that, for any column circuit C (I), there exists a two-greedy column circuit C (I) that 

dominates C (I). Thus, in searching for optimal combinations of column circuits, we can restrict our attention to two-greedy 

circuits. 

 
Fig. 7: Two Greedy Approach (“Stelling Et.Al. 1998”) 

III. PROPOSED MULTIPLIER ARCHITECTURE 

In this project, a high speed approximate multiplier has been designed. The multiplier delay has been reduced by optimizing the 

TDM carry save tree used in the multiplier design. 

 Speculative Multiplier Architecture: A.

In the equation 2.1, the computation of P requires the summation of partial products xiyj according to their weights 2
i+j

. From the 

above discussion we have seen that the best approach is to add the partial products using a carry save compression tree 

implemented with the TDM reduction method. The speculative multiplier is realized by using a speculative carry save reduction 

tree, since carry save tree is the predominant delay component in case of fast multipliers. Here, we assume the input bits xi and yj 
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are independent and equally likely. As a result the probability of being one for each partial product is 0.25. Fig3.2 shows the 

partial product matrix of a 16x16 multiplier. As it can be seen that, the leftmost and rightmost column of the partial product 

matrix comprise a small number of partial products, whereas the inner columns are higher. The delay will obviously be related to 

the height of the PPM: higher the matrix, higher the multipliers delay. In principle, the delay can be reduced by deleting some 

partial products from the inner columns of the Partial Product Matrix (PPM). 

 
Fig. 8: Architecture of Approximate Multiplier with Carry Speculation Compressor (“Cilardo Et. Al 2014”) 

 However the probability each product is 0.25 and the deletion of each term will increase the error probability of this naïve 

approach. Here the speculative carry-save reduction tree is based on three steps: partial products recoding, partial products 

partitioning, speculative compression. 

 
Fig. 9: Initial PPM (“Cilardo Et. Al 2014”) 

 Partial Products Recoding: B.

Consider two partial products aibj and ajbi of the i+j-th column of the PPM. Now we define two modified partial products: 

Ai, j = aibj AND ajbi                                                                       (3.1) 

Oi, j = aibj OR ajbi                                                                           (3.2) 

 From the above, Ai, j + Oi, j = aibj + ajbi, thus in the i+j-th column of the PPM, thus couple of partial products aibj and ajbi can be 

replaced with modified partial products Ai, j and Oi, j. The advantage of introducing such a recoding technique is the introduction 

of lower probability terms in the PPM. The probability of Ai, j is given by (.25)
2
 = 0.0625, much lower than the probability of the 
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original partial product (i.e. 0.25). Alternatively the probability of Oi, j is 7/16. From the above two observations it can be 

concluded that speculative carry tree utilizes lower probability terms, to minimize the probability of misprediction. 

 
Fig. 10: PPM After Recoding (“Cilardo Et. Al 2014”) 

 Partial Products Partitioning: C.

Only the lower probability terms Ai, j is included in the speculative carry-save tree. Partial products belonging to the largest 

columns of PPM are only recoded. The partial products in the columns 11, 12……22 are recoded. 

 Speculative Compression: D.

Although the probability Ai, j has been reduced with respect to the original partial products, simple deletion of Ai, j terms would 

introduce a very large misprediction probability. Thus, instead of deleting the terms we sum them in an approximate manner by 

using speculative compressors. 

 A (m: 2) speculative counter is defined as a component with m inputs (x0……..xm-1) and two outputs sum S and Carry C. The 

value (2C+S) is equal to the arithmetic sum of inputs when not more than three inputs are high. The output S is obtained by xor 

ing the inputs. The calculation of the carry (C) signal poses certain difficulties. Let f ≥2(x0……..xm-1) be the binary function 

which is high when any two input signals are high. The function given by, f ≥2(x0……..xm-1) correspond to the carry signal. In 

case of two inputs it is given by: 

f ≥2(x0,.x1) = x0  * .x1                                        (3.3) 

Similarly when there are three inputs f ≥2, correspond to the carry signal of a full adder given by, 

f ≥2(x0,.x1, x2) = x0  * .x1   + x1 * x2 + x0 * x2                                  (3.4) 

 When the number of inputs increases, say m ≥ 5, we may use a divide and conquer approach to compute the carry signal. The 

five inputs are divided two disjoint sub sets i.e, the first subset includes x0, .x1 and x2 and the second subset include  x3 and  x4. 

Then the carry signal is given by: 

f ≥2(x0,.x1, x2, x3,  x4) = f ≥2(x0,.x1, x2) + f ≥2(x3,  x4) + f ≥2(x0 +x1 + x2, x3,  x4)           (3.5) 

 Equation 3.5 can be implemented using the circuit given below. This modified full adder circuit computes carry output as f 

≥2(x0,.x1, x2) and the sum outputs as the OR between x0,.x1, x2. Similarly the modified half adder computes the carry output as f 

≥2(x3, x4) and the sum outputs as the or between x3 and x4.  

 
Fig. 11: (5: 2) Speculative Compressor (“Cilardo Et. Al 2014”) 
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 Correction Block: E.

The correction circuits are not very critical module for overall multiplier. The error signal is ORed to generate error output. This 

is outside the critical path. The function realizes by the error correction block can be described using half adders and full adders. 

For example a (4:2) correction circuit must produce a single bit error word EW with weight 2; it is high only if all the inputs are 

1.  

 
Fig. 12: (5: 2) Error Correction Block (“Cilardo Et. Al 2014”) 

 The complete architecture of the proposed speculative multiplier is outlined in fig. 3.1. The multiplier inputs are firstly 

processed by the partial products generation and recoding block. This block computes all the partial products aibj and recodes Oi, j 

those belonging to the inner columns of the PPM, generating and recoded partial products. The terms A i, j is processed by the 

speculative counters obtaining the reduced Si, j and Ci, j terms. The obtained Si, j and Ci, j terms and the un-recoded aibj and the 

recoded Oi, j partial products are summed together by using a TDM carry-save tree. The TDM considers the different arrival 

times of its inputs and tries to make proper connections to full adders so that the delay throughout each path is approximately the 

same. Thus, the late arriving outputs of the speculative counters are connected to the shortest delay path in the TDM. Globally, at 

the TDM outputs we obtain a delay profile similar to the one of a conventional multiplier. The maximum delay, however, is 

reduced compared to conventional multipliers, owing to the use of speculative counters and ACA. The two outputs of the TDM 

tree are added by using a speculative adder, obtaining the speculative result. Since each of the speculative compressors used in 

the multiplier can introduce an error, a correction block is needed for each speculative compressor.  

 The correction block receives the same inputs as that of speculative compressor and generates two outputs: an error flag E is 

said to be high, if four or more inputs to the speculative compressor are “1”. The error correction word is constructed in such a 

manner that, so that by the addition of EW to the speculative compressor output (2C+S) so that correct result is obtained. 

 The error flag produced by each of the respective correction blocks are OR-ed and OR-ed with the error flag of the speculative 

adder to obtain the error signal of the speculative multiplier. In case of error the non-speculative result is computed by summing 

the error correction EW with the outputs of TDM carry save tree and in the final adder used is a fast non speculative adder like 

CLA. The figure below shows a TDM carry save  tree with eight inputs which includes five partial products(p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) 

and three intermediate carry (c0, c1, c2) from the previous vertical compressor slice. 

 
Fig. 13: TDM with Eight Inputs 

 Optimised TDM Design: F.

The delay of the approximate multiplier can further be reduced by proper routing of the input signal to obtain an optimized 

approximate multiplier design. 
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Fig. 14: Optimized TDM Tree With Eight Inputs 

 For instance in the above example where TDM is fed with five inputs which includes five partial products (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) 

and three intermediate carry (c0, c1, c2) from the previous vertical compressor slice, TDM design is modified to reduce the 

delay. Since co, c1, c2 are generated after one unit delay they are fed in the manner shown above.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The multiplier with and without optimized TDM design have been simulated and synthesized using ISE design suite 14.5 

 Simulation Waveform of Multiplier without Optimised TDM: A.

The simulated waveform of multiplier without optimised TDM is shown in fig. 4.1 

 
Fig. 15: Simulation Waveform Of Approximate Multiplier Without Optimised TDM 

 Simulation Waveform of Multiplier with Optimised TDM: B.

The simulated waveform of multiplier with optimised TDM is shown in fig. 4.2 

 
Fig. 16: Simulation Waveform Of Approximate Multiplier With Optimised TDM 

 Both the approximate designs have been simulated and synthesized separately and output has been obtained. It is found that 

the multiplier employing optimized TDM has lesser delay as compared to the TDM tree before optimization and in both the 

designs the error percentage is found to very small. 

The results can be tabulated as in table 4.1 and 4.2. 
Table - 4.1 

Synthesis Result Of Multiplier Without Optimized TDM 

Parameters Speculative Multiplier without Optimization Speculative Multiplier with Optimization 

Delay 90.801ns 55.27ns 

No. of Slices 696 660 

No. of 4-i/p LUT 1205 1166 
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Table - 4.2  

Synthesis Result of TDM Tree 

Parameters TDM without Optimization TDM with Optimization 

Delay 54.457ns 26.611ns 

No. of Slices 175 151 

No. of 4-i/p LUT 305 262 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Approximate computing is particularly interesting for multimedia designs. These designs depend on different features of 

compression, as in here imprecise computation. In- exact computation has the advantage of decreasing the number of transistors, 

delay, and power consumption as compared to the exact designs. In this paper we have come up with an approximate multiplier 

design. The circuit utilizes some of the partial product as well as a speculative compression tree to sum the recoded partial 

products. A speculative adder is used in the final carry propagate addition. 

 The multiplier design is further optimized to have small delay by proper allocation of the intermediate carry that are generated 

in the vertical compression slice of the TDM tree. The designs functionality have been verified using Xilinx ISE design suite 

14.5 (web-edition). The approximate multipliers are useful in critical application, justifying the more complex architecture. In 

cases where multiplier speed is not critical, the use of speculative units remains unjustified. The performance of the approximate 

multiplier can further be improved by considering don’t care conditions and further by using variable latency adder instead of 

almost correct adder. 
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